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Abstract— In this paper, we present an advanced approach to 
data classification based on the integration of artificial neural 
networks (ANNs) and genetic algorithms (GAs). We modify 
neural network architecture in a two-stage process. During the 
first stage, GA finds a suboptimal neural network architecture: 
number of nodes, training algorithm, learning rate, etc. Then, the 
fitting of weight coefficients and bias is carried out in order to 
minimize GA fitness function. In final section of the paper, we 
compare the results of the conventional and the proposed 
approaches. 

Keywords—classification; artificial neural networks; genetic 
algorithms; ANN-GA. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are one of the ways to 
tackle the problems of data classification. ANNs are an 
important tool of data mining. They are used in many applied 
studies in the field of churn prediction, credit scoring, 
document classification, etc. [1]. 

Gradient methods generally used for ANN training can 
lead to the penetration of the functional of training quality in 
local minima. Lately GAs are often used to increase the 
quality of ANN training. GAs perform tasks of artificial 
evolution of main features of neural network structure in order 
to increase classification accuracy [2]. 

In [3], two possible variants of ANN architecture 
optimization are described. In the first case, the chromosomes 
have the same length equal to the number of ANN layers, and 
each gene characterizes the number of nodes in the 
corresponding layer. If the layer is absent then in the 
corresponding locus the zero gene is prescribed. Another 
approach assumes that chromosomes have unequal length, and 
the first locus contains the gene responsible for the number of 
ANN layers, and following genes contain data about the 
number of nodes. In this case, the null values are not entered 
into the chromosome. So the chromosomes have unequal 
length. In order to perform the operation of crossing-over in 
the second case the chromosome with shorter length is 
modified zero genes occupying random loci in the range 
between the third and the penultimate loci. 

In [4], the enhanced modification of the above approach is 
proposed involving the study of the influence of not only the 

number of layers and nodes but also other heterogeneous 
characteristics of ANN (transfer function, learning rate, etc.) 
to achieve a suboptimum of the quality functional [5]. 

It is possible when in the population of the chromosomes 
that consist of the ANN weights and bias the identical values 
of gene series that characterize individual neu-rons are in 
different loci. The crossing-over of such chromosomes leads 
to the permu-tation problem [6] (or competing conventions 
problem [7]). In [8], for the problem solution the author 
recommends usage of the inversion operator. However, in this 
case the chromosomes must either be homogeneous or consist 
only of the elements of the single array, for example, the array 
of weights in the ANN hidden layer. 

In [9], the algorithm ESP is represented. The authors set 
the architecture of the neural network a priori. The neurons 
were considered as chromosomes here. The neuron population 
was splitted into the subpopulations. For each subpopulation, 
the evolution is independent. It allows parallelize the search of 
the solution [10]. 

In [11], the type of “+/–” strategy is proposed for the 
change of the population size. The population size rises if the 
fitness of the best chromosome decreases or not changes (the 
progress is absent). In the case of evolutional improvement 
one should reduce the population size. It allows, among other 
things, to decrease the volume of necessary computing 
resources during the GA execution. 

The solution of various classification problems is not 
always obvious. So it is actual to apply of genetic algorithms 
for intelligent selection of suboptimal classificator parameters. 
A feature of this work is the combined use of two 
interconnected different genetic algorithms to build the neural 
network of a particular type and then to adjust its weight 
coefficients and biases. 

II. GA-OPTIMIZATION OF THE ANN STRUCTURE 

The GA-training of the ANN can include two stages. At 
the first stage, the GA finds a suboptimal architecture of the 
ANN. The second step determines suboptimal values of 
weight coefficients and bias. The first stage is considered a 
preparatory step of training when the subsequent task of 
determining of weights and bias is simplified [12].  
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In this study, we used the following approach: 
chromosomes were built as vectors containing number of 
nodes in the hidden layer, learning rate, type of transfer func-
tion, type of training algorithm, and other some parameters. 
Due to the heterogeneity of these parameters the use of the 
inversion operator is not possible in the general case. 

The number of additional genes includes the vector which 
characterizing the occurrence of one or the other variable in 
the training array. Zeros and ones were distributed randomly 
to loci with the only remark that the number of zeros must not 
exceed half of the original number of variables. The 
introduction of this type of genes into the chromosomes was 
carried out to identity suboptimal set of variables [13]. 

After determining the ANN architecture, the run of 
network training is performed. At the end of this stage the 
augmented column vector 1n  of weights and bias is formed 
as well as the vector of mean square error (MSE). From series 
of the vectors (chromosomes) the initial population is created 
which then will evaluate via the per-formance of the GA [14]. 

At this stage, it is permissible to apply in the GA the 
inversion operator within homogeneous loci belonging to one 
of four possible groups: weights w1 and bias b1 of the hidden 
layer and weights w2 and bias b2 of the output layer. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In the research, the classification problem was tackled for real 
estate objects with series of features (total square, living 
square, floor no., number of floors, price, etc.). The samples 
were separated into two classes corresponding to primary and 
secondary real estate market. 

Because of the large number of features (variables) the 
convergence during GA-optimization is achieved over a long 
period of time. This spends significant computing resources 
but the classification quality increases [15]. 

We consider a combined approach involving preliminary 
determination of weights and bias by using one of the methods 
of backpropagation. The obtained weights and bias are 
grouped in the chromosomes, made up the initial population. 

Here the fitness function of the GA is the functional   of 

the ANN training quality [16]. 
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where   is the number of the elements in the output array, Hυ 
is the classification error of each ANN output for each sample. 

Investigation of the effectiveness of the model is performed 
via the below presented program of actions.  

for 1,i I  
randir  , 

where rand is random number generator. 

 , separate ,i i ir   X X X  , 

where separate is the function of the separation of the initial 
array to two new arrays in accordance with the ir , X  is the 

initial input array, iX  is the input array for the fitting of ANN 

parameters, iX  is additional test array of input data. Such 

notations of these functions are used to simplify the described 
algorithms here and below in the paper. 
Below it is similarly for target values T. 

 , separate ,i i ir   T T T  . 

for 1,j J  

 , ,, gai j i jh f F     , 

where ,i jh  is the chromosome, ,i jf  is a value of the fitness 

function for the chromosome ,i jh , ga  is the genetic algorithm 

for the first part of this GA-model,  F   is the fitness 

function. 

 , ,net configure MLP,i j i jh  , 

where ,net i j  is the artificial neural network, configure is the 

configuration function for multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with 
neural network architecture determined by the chromosome 

,i jh . 

for 1,k K   

 , , ,net train net , ,i j k i j i i  X T  , 

where train is the ANN training function [17]. 
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where , ,i j ke  is MSE of the classification in result of simulation 

sim of ANN using the additional test array as input data, 
2N N    is the number of samples in the array whose size is 

the product of the number of ANN output layers and the 
number of samples in the set. 
end 
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where ,i je  is the average score of MSEs , ,i j ke . 
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where ,i js  is the standard deviation of MSEs , ,i j ke . 

end 

 *
, ,1

arg min
J

i i j i jj
h h e


 

, 

where *
ih  is j-th vector of the array h. It corresponds to 

minimum value in the array e


. 
end 

 *
,

** *
,1

arg min
i i j

I

i i j h hi
h h e


 

, 

where **h  is i-th vector of the array *h . It corresponds to the 
minimum value in the array e


 and is the optimal 

chromosome which contains data about suboptimal 
architecture of the ANN. 
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After the choice of the optimal chromosome the second 
stage of the described program is begun. Suboptimal values of 
weight coefficients and bias are determined for the ANN with 
the configuration **h . 

for 1,   

randr  , 

 , separate , r     X X X  , 

 , separate , r     T T T  ; 

for 1, M   

 **
,net configure MLP, h   , 

if 1  , 
where the inequality 1   means that for the first run 1   
the weights and bias are determined with a standard way in 
accordance with the algorithm of Widrow – Nguen [18]. 
then 

 *
, , 1 , 1net setwb net ,G        , 

where setwb is the function of the enter into ANN modified 
values *

, 1G   of weights and bias. 

end 

 , ,net train net , ,       X T  , 

  2

, ,
1

1
sim net ,

N

n
nN     





  
  X T






 


, 

where ,    is MSE of the classification in result of simulation 

sim of ANN using the additional test array as input data, 
2N N    is the number of samples in the array whose size is 

the product of the number of ANN output layers and the 
number of samples in the set. 

 , ,formwb net     , 

where formwb is the function of the output from ANN of 
current values of weight coefficients and bias. 

 , . .   P γ G  

where P is the initial population with the number of “gradient” 
and “genetic” chromosomes equal 2 . The chromosome 

which did not win the competition is preserved in the gene 
pool of the initial population primarily as a material for 
crossing-over. 

for 1,   

  , , , , , ., ga ,g              P , 

where ga  is the genetic algorithm in which the initial 

population  P is used.  

 , , , , ,net setwb net , g          
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, 

where , ,e    is MSE of the classification which is performed 

by the GA-modified neural network. 

end 

 , , , , ,1
arg mine e
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arg minG g



       



  

if , ,e        , 

where the above inequality expresses the competition between 
“gradient” and “genetic” chromosomes. 
then *

, ,G G      

else *
, ,G     

end 
end 

Then we present formulae for the calculation of the average 
score and the standard deviation of the above obtained MSEs. 
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In order to evaluate the efficiency of use of the GA the 
obtained results are compared with the reference model in 
which the stages of forming of the suboptimal architecture and 
the weights and bias fitting are absent.  

In the reference model the network architecture is selected 
on the basis of the relation which is a consequence of the 
theorem of Arnold – Kolmogorov – Hecht-Nielsen [19]. 
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It is also known the following relation [20]. 

10 2

N N
n m L n m       

where n is the number of the ANN inputs, m is the number of 
the ANN outputs, N is the number of samples in the training 
set [21]. 
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From both relations, it follows that the choice of the 
optimal number of nodes in the hidden layer depends on the 
number of training samples. These relations accept a wide 
range of possible values in the case of big values of the 
number of training parameters. For the reference model the 
number was chosen which close to the lower threshold of the 
range due to the limited computing resources. In the studied 
GA-model the alleles of the population chromosomes that 
contain information about the number of the hidden layer 
nodes had values within the given range [22]. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was conducted in accordance with the 
methodology presented in the previous section. Initially we 
determined the efficiency of a conventional neural network 
model 13 – 40 – 2 based on the use of the algorithm of 
gradient descent as the training algorithm [23]. The training 

pair   X T   and the additional test pair   X T   were 

formed some number of times in a ratio 
2 1

:
3 3

 to obtain the 

average score of the training error. The first pair was used for 
the training and, in turn, divided into training, validation, and 
test pairs in a ratio 0.70:0.15:0.15, respectively. The second 
pair was applied for the final efficiency test of the model after 
the end of the training. Additional sets were used to assess the 
behavior of the model in the case of new data input. Another 
characteristic of the repeated training results is the variance 
that allows to estimate the scattering of the results. This 
technique of the model training is close to the procedure of 
cross-validation [24]. 

In order to quantify the model we also use the coefficient ξ, 
which shows in how many times the degree of the true 
recognition of one of the classes (here it is more rare class “1” 
corresponding to the primary real estate market) is more than 
the random guessing. 

1 1 1
2

1 1

/

/

N

N v

  



  , 

where 1  is the number of the true recognitions of the class 

“1”, 

1  is the number of the samples in the target set belonging to 

the class “1”, 
N is the total number of all samples. 

After the forming of the indicative results the further 
research was carried out using GA. First one needed to find 
the ANN suboptimal architecture. The splitting of input data 
was performed in the same way as in the previous model. In 
the first part of the GA-model the output is the suboptimal 
chromosome **h  with genes which configure the ANN in the 
second part of this GA-model [25]. 

As a result of performing the first part of the GA-model, the 
following suboptimal set of ANN parameters is obtained: 

 the set of input features: 12 out of 13; 

 the number of hidden layer nodes: 46; 

 learning rate: 0.1416; 

 transfer function: logistic function   1

1 x
y x

e


 (the 

choice among two variants: logistic function and 
hyperbolic tangent   tanhy x x ); 

 training method: Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm 
/LMA/ (the choice among 13 variants: algorithm of 
gradient descent, LMA, RProp algorithm, etc.). 

After the forming of the GA-optimized architecture of the 
ANN the second part of the GA-model is run. It performs for 
the identification of the suboptimal set of weight coefficients 
and bias. 

The obtained results of the performing of the classification 
via the conventional neural network approach and the GA-
modified approach are summarized in Table I. Confusion 
matrix is used for the description of the model. It is the matrix 

1 2

1 2

 
 

 
 
 

, 

where 1  and 2  is the number of the true recognitions of the 

class “1” and class “2”, respectively, 

1  and 2  is the number of the false recognitions of the class 
“1” and class “2”, respectively. 

TABLE I.  RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION BY MEANS OF 
CONVENTIONAL AND MODIFIED APPROACHES 

Approach Conventional GA-modified 

The average score  
of MSE 

0.15 0.08 

Variance 10–3 2.4 · 10–4 

Confusion matrix, % 11.95 6.65

9.32 72.08

 
 
 

 
17.57 8.11

1.35 72.97

 
 
 

 

Coefficient ξ 2.65 4.91 

Approximate time of  
the performing, s 

3 · 103 7 · 104

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we identified the increase of classification 
accuracy when using GA-modified neural network approach. 
Based on the principle of evolution, GA reveals the best 
combination of the ANN’s main properties that can vary not 
only across different tasks, but also in case of changes in data 
parameters. Thus, given approach allows automated 
classification operations. Among the shortcomings, it requires 
an increased volume of computing resources. Therefore, it is 
recommended to apply cloud computing resources for higher 
efficiency of the above methodology. 
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